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Abstract. In the object-oriented languages, inheritance is a fundamental relation 
among classes, that originally indicated the is-a relation; however it has been often 
used for code-reuse. The integration between object-orientation and concurrency gives 
the possibility of using theoretical tools, such as the notions of action and state 
observation equivalences and preorders, developed within concurrency theories (Petri 
nets, CCS). In this paper we propose a semantic characterisation of two forms of 
inheritance in concurrent context: in particular, we propose a preorder based on action 
observation to give the semantics of inheritance used as is-a relation (type 
inheritance), and a preorder based on state observation for the semantics of inheritance 
as code-reuse (implementation inheritance). 

Keywords: object-orientation, concurrency, inheritance, Petri nets, observation 
equivalences. 

Introduction 

The main entity of the o~iect-oriented languages is the object, which is generally 
defined by a class. A fundamental relation between classes is inheritance, that 
originally indicated the is-a relation among classes. On the other hand, the success of 
o~iect-oriented programming languages is due to the use of inheritance for code-reuse. 
Inheritance is often used in these two different ways. The aim of this paper is studying 
these two different faces of the inheritance relation in concurrent object-oriented 
languages. The unclear distinction between these two different interpretations of the 
notion of inheritance is misleading in object oriented software development and, as far 
as we know, does not find solution in the literature. 

The integration of object-orientation with concurrency, yielding systems of active 
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objects modelled as concurrent processes, gives the possibility of using theoretical 
tools, such as the notions of observation preorders and equivalences, for the study of 
the inheritance relation. In particular, the place-transition duality in Petri nets (9) 
allows the definition of two types of preorders and equivalences between nets, based on 
action observation and on state observation [13]. A variety of observation preorders 
and equivalences have been already used for defining the semantics of the inheritance 
relation. Among the various proposals in the literature (see for a survey r 121. (21), 
we take into consideration those proposed by Nierstrasz [II) and van der Aalst and 
Basten [ II for what concerns action observability, while we consider the approach of 
CLOWN [5] for what concerns state observability. 

Nierstrasz's hypothesis is that the sequences of requests that an object can accept 
constitute a regular language. Moreover, Nierstrasz defines a preorder based on/ailures, 
the Request Substitutability preorder (RS-preorder, :SRS) , and considers this preorder as 
the semantics of the subtyping relation according to Wegner and Zdonik's 
substitutability principle [IS). Van der Aalst and Basten introduce preorders too, based 
on the branching bisimulation equivalence, and two operators, the encapsulation 
operator ClH and the abstraction operator." that removes and respectively labels as not 
observable, the transitions corresponding to the methods of the subclass not inherited 
from the superclass. 

CLOWN is a concurrent object-oriented specification language whose basic 
building block is the elementary class, which specifies sequential objects through a set 
of instance data and methods, a typed interface and its (multiple) inheritance Iink(s). A 
labelled net associated with each elementary class describes the casual relationship 
between methods execution. The definition of the inheritance relation between classes 
is based on the State Transformation preorder between the corresponding nets. The 
State Transformation preorder (ST-preorder, :SST) [14] compares systems with respect 
to their state space. 

In this paper we develop the proposal sketched in [7] and propose a semantic 
characterisation of two forms of inheritance in concurrent contexts, based on two 
preorders: preorders are better suited than equivalence notions for modelling the 
behaviour extension. 

According to the terminology used in [10], we use the term type inheritance to 
denote subtyping, i.e. the is-a relation among classes, 'and the term implementation 
inheritance to denote code-reuse. According to (3), type inheritance concerns and 
compares the external observable behaviour of objects; implementation inheritance 
does the same with respect to their internal structure. As a consequence, type 
inheritance will be based on a new action-based preorder resulting from an original 
integration of Nierstrasz's and van der Aalst and Basten's proposals. Implementation 
inheritance will be based on the State Transformation preorder. 

We omit here to deal with instance data, (typed) interfaces, object creation and other 
topics which are typical issues for the design of a concurrent object-oriented 
specification language, and have been partially addressed in CLOWN. As usable 
formalisms require sound notions, here we make a step backward and, according to 
Nierstrasz, focus on basic behaviour. 

The paper is organized as follows: in the section "basic definitions", we give some 
basic definitions about the notions based on action and state observation, in _ the 
section "examples and open problems" we discuss the inheritance relations proposed in 
the literature through examples, in the section "the preorders based on action 
observability" we define new preorders based on action observability, in the section 
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"soundness of the preorders based on action observability" we prove the soundness of 
these preorders, while in the section "inheritance as subtyping and code reuse" we give 
the definitions of type inheritance and implementation inheritance and show their use 
on the examples introduced in the section "examples and open problems". 

Basic definitions 

We consider Elementary Net (EN) systems [91, the basic class of Petri Nets. 
Formally, a net is a 3-tuple (B,E,F), where B is a finite set of places, E is a finite set 
of transitions such that B n E = 0 and B U E .. 0, and F ~ (B x E) U (E x B) is a 
transition function such that m(F) U mn(F) = B U E. Given x E X = B U E, the 
pre-set of x is the set ox = {y EX: (y,x) E F} and the post-set of x is the set x ° = {y 
EX: (x,y) E F}. 

An EN systems is a 4-tuple (B,E,F,cin), where (B,E,F) is a net and cin ~ B is the 
initial case. Given an EN system L = (B,E,F,ci,), e E E is enabled at the case c ~ B, 
denoted cle>, iff"e ~ c; if e is enabled at c, then the occurrence of e leads from c to a 
case c', denoted cle>c', iff cle> and c' = (c - "e) U eo. Given w = e1e2 ... en E E*, w is 
enabled at the case c ~ B, denoted cl w>, iff 3 cp c2' ... ,cn.1 such that cle1>c1 Lei>c2 .. . 
cn.den>; the occurrence of w leads from c to c', denoted clw>c', iff clel>cde2>c2 .. . 
cn.den>c'. The set of cases, denoted CI , is the smallest subset of 28 such that cin ~ 
CI , and V c E CI , V C' ~ B, 'tJ e E E [c[e>c' => c' E C~: J. 

We denote as LEN systems the labelled EN systems in which the events represent 
actions which can be observable. Formally, a LEN system is a 5-tuple L = 
(B,E,F,cin,h), where (B,E,F,c;,) is a contact free EN system (i.e. such that 'tJ e E E, 
V c E CI I °e ~ c => eo n c = 0]) whose underlying net is such that E ~ m(F) n 
ran(F) , and h: E -+ L U {-t} is the labelling function (L is the alphabet of observable 
actions and "t $. L denotes the unobservable action). 

Let E be the empty word of E* and A the empty word of L *. h is extended to an 
homomorphism h* : E* -+ L * in the following way: h*(E) = A, and 'tJ e E E, V w E 
E* I h(e) .. "t => h*(ew) = h(e)h*(w) A h(e) ="t => h*(ew) = h*(w) J. In the 
following, we denote h* by h. 

Given a LEN system L = (B,E,F,cin,h), V E L* is enabled at the case c, denoted 
c(v>, iff 3 wE E* I h(w) = V A clw> I. If v is enabled at c, then the occurrence of v 
can lead from c to c', denoted c(v>c', iff 3 wE E* I h(w) = V A c[w>c']. 

According with the assumption of disregarding data and focusing on basic 
behaviour, we consider labelled EN systems, observing actions and states. 

For what concern action observability, we associate with a class a LEN system L = 
(B, E, F, cin ' h), where the labelling function h associates with each event an exported 
class method belonging to L. The internal methods are labelled by"t. 

Now we give some basic definitions based on action observability. 

Definition 1 (traces ) 
Let L = (B, E, F, cin ' h) be a LEN system. Then traces (L) = { w E L* I cin (w> } 

(i.e.: the traces are the sequences of requests that an object can accept). 

Definition 2 (failures) 
Let L = (B, E, F, cin ' h) be a LEN system. Thenfailures (L) = {(w, X), w E L*, X 

~ L I 3 c I cin (w>c V a EX !lQl( c(a> )J). 
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Definition 3 (relative failures) 
Let 1:1 = (Bl' Ep Fl' cinl' hi) and 1:2 = (B2, E2, F2, Cin2 ' h2) be LEN systems. The 

set of the failures of 1:1 relative to 1:2 is defined as: 
failures1:2(1:I) = { (w, X) Efailures (1: 1) I wE traces (1:2) }. 

Now we give the definition of Nierstrasz's Request substitutability preorder 1111. 

Definition 4 (Request SubstitutabiLty preorder ) 
Let 1:1 = (Bl' E I, Fl' c inP hi) and 1:2 = (B2, E2, F2, Cin2 ' h2) be LEN systems. 

1: I SRS 1:2 if and onl y if 
i) traces (1:2) ~ traces (1: 1) 

ii) failures1:2(1: I) ~ failures (1:2), 

The encapsulation operator 0H III removes some transitions from a LEN system. 
Formally, given a LEN system 1: = (B,E,F,cjn,h), for each H ~ L, 0H(1:) = 1:' such 
that 1:' = (B,E',F',cin,h'), E' = {e EEl h(e) $. H}, F' = F n «B x E') U (E' x B» and h' 
= h n (E' xL). 

The abstraction operator "I labels as not observable some transitions of a LEN 
system. Formally, given a LEN system 1: = (B,E,F,cin,h), for each 1 ~ L "1(1:) = 1:' 
such that 1:' = (B,E,F,cin,h'), and, for each e E E, h(e) E 1 = h'(e) =" and h(e) $. 1 = h'(e) =·h(e). 

Now we give some basic definitions based on state observability 114]. 
A pair (1:, 0) (also denoted with 1:) is an S-Iabelled system iff 1: = (B, E, F, Ci~) is 

an EN system, O~ B is such that 'rj s E 0 3 c belonging to the set of cases Cl: such 
that sEc and c ~ 0 (0 is the set of the observable places, or conditions), and cin ~ 
O. Cobs(1:) = {c E C};: c ~ O} is the set of observable cases. For all w E E*, the set 
offirable permutation, denoted F-Perm(w), is the set of permutations w' of w such 
that 3 c, c' E C};: clw'>c'. Let 1: be an S-Iabelled system, w E E+ and c, c' E 
CobsC1:) such that clw>c'; then w is an elementary observable path from c to c' iff 
'rj up ""uk EEl uI".Uk E F-Perm(w) " clu1>c l ". ck_duk>C' 1 = 'rj i = I, ".,k-I 
c i $. Cobs(1:)· 

W l: denotes the set of elementary observable paths. 
Given an S-Iabelled system (1:, 0), its observable local state transformation algebra 

(OLST algebra), denoted I, is the tuple <I, -, n, U, c ill ' -+>, where <I, -, n, U> is 
the observable local state algebra, where 1 is the smallest set contained in the power 
set of 0 that contains Cobs(1:) and that is closed under the operation of set difference - ; 
...... ~ I x I is an unreflexive relation called observable local state transformation 
relation and defined as: 'rj x, y E 1 x -+ Y ~ 3 w E W l: I ·w ~ x " y = (x - ·w) U 
w· I, where ·w and w· are respectively the pre-set and the post-set of w, i.e.: the 
minimal set of conditions giving concession to the word wand the set of conditions 
which become true after the occurrence of the word w. 

Now we give the definition of the State Transformation preorder (sST) 1141, which 
compares systems by observing local states and is such that 1: I sST 1:2 if and only if 
the state space of 1: I is a substructure of the state space of 1:2 such that for any 
observable local state transformation in 1: I there is a corresponding observable local 
state transformation in 1:2 , 

Definition 5 (State Transformation preorder ) 
Let 1: I and 1:2 be two S-labelled systems, 1 I = < I p -, n, U, c in P -+ I > and 12 = 

< '2' -, n, U, Ci1l2 ' -+2> be the respective OLST algebras. Then 1:1 SST 1:2 if and 
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only if there exists an injective morphism h: < I" -, n, U > - < 12, -, n, U > 
such that: 

i) h(cin ,) \: Cin2 
ii) V'x,yE1dx--+,y '* [h(x)--+2h(y) V 

3 n ., 1,3 i" i2, ... , in E (12 - h(l,)) h(x) -+2 i, -+2··· in -2 h(y) Il. 

When the condition r x -+, y '* h(x) --+2 h(y) J is satisfied, then the S-labelled 
system ~2 is an extension of ~" while when the condition [ x -+, y '* 3 n ., I, 
3 i" i2, ... , in E (12 - h(l,)) h(x) --+2 i, -+2 ... in --+z h(y) I is satisfied, then the 
S-Iabelled system ~2 is an expansion of ~,. 

Example 1 
Let us consider the systems given in figure I, where shaded places are the 

observable ones, and let us consider mappings of observable places which are 
represented by using the same name for corresponding places. Then, the net systems 
~, and ~2 are ST -equivalent, since ~, sST ~2 and ~2 sST ~,. Analogously, the 
systems ~4 and ~5 are equivalent. 

~2 sST ~3' in fact ~3 performs the analogous state-transformation from p, to P2 as 
~z does, and, moreover, performs a further state transformation from pz to P3. 

Analogously, ~3sST ~4 as ~4 extends the state transformations of ~3 by adding a 
branch. 

In this figure, considering the S-Iabelled systems ~, and ~3' where~, sST ~3' if 
we construct the morphism h that associates pi (of ~,) with pi (of ~3) and p2 (of ~J) 
with p2 (of ~3)' then ~3 is an extension of ~,; while, if we construct the morphism k 
that associates pi (of ~J) with pI (of ~3) and p2 (of ~J) with p3 (of ~3)' then ~3 is an 
expansion of ~,. 

t' 
p2 

pi 

p2 

p3 

Figure 1 (Example 1). State transformation preorders and equivalences. 
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Examples and open problems 

Our aim here is to stress, through examples, the two different aspects and uses of 
inheritance relation, i.e.: the is-a relation as sUbtyping and the implementation 
inheritance as ccx:le reuse. In the literature inheritance has been formalized without a 
clear distinction between these two forms. 

In the first example, we consider Nierstrasz's RS-preorder, based on action 
observability, where a class B is subclass of a class A iff each sequence of requests 
accepted by A is also accepted by B, and, if the class A, after having received a 
sequence s, can receive another request r, then also B, after the sequence s, can accept 
the request r. 

In the second example, we consider the ST-preorder, based on. state observability, 
where a class B is subclass of a class A iff the S-Iabelled system associated with B is 
an extension and/or an expansion of the S-Iabelled system associated with A. 

In both cases, the examples exhibit some counter-intuitive feature, that we point 
out. 

Example 2 
This example is taken from Nierstrasz's paper [11]. In figure 2, the class VAR, that 

represents variables, is subclass of the class BUF, that represents one place buffers. 
Rephrasing Nierstrasz from CCS to Petri nets, the RS-preorder between the lEN 
system associated with the class VAR and the LEN system associated with the class 
BUF is satisfied, i.e. ~VAR :SRS ~BUF' 

However, we believe that this class hierarchy is somehow misleading: while, 
according to Nierstrasz, a variable is seen as a (specialization of a) buffer, 
programmers intuition is that a buffer can be implemented through a variable. Then 
we want to relate the class BUF and the class VAR through a notion of implementation 
inheritance rather then through an is-a relation. 

Figure 2 (Example 2). Nierstrasz's example. 
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CLASS ROOT 

Figure 3 (Example 3). CLOWN's multiple inheritance hierarchy between printers. 

Example 3 
This example is taken from [5]. Figure 3 shows a mUltiple inheritance hierarchy 

between printers. In CLOWN, this hierarchy is studied through the ST-preorder, which 
considers the state (place) observation. However, observing states is somehow 
counter-intuitive: in fact, e.g., the class LOCKED PRINTER is subclass of PRINTER since 
it inherits the methods "load", "print" and "reset", and is subclass of LOCKER as- it 
inherits the methods "lock" and ",unlock". This is to say that one could wish to build 
that hierarchy observing methods (actions) rather than states. By observing states, it is 
possible to capture and compare the internal structure of objects, while iT) the 
hierarchy in the figure behaviour comparison requires action observation. 

Indeed, the state labelling policy defined in [5] considers the state observability 
with respect to the exportability of methods associated with transitions. Then, the 
transition observability is indirectly considered. 

Unfortunately, using Nierstasz's RS-preorder one can't get the previous hierarchy, 
since the class LOCKED PRINTER isn't subclass of LOCKER. 
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Also according to van der Aalst and Bastens's approach, that combines the 
branching bismulation equivalence with the encapsulation and abstraction operator (see 
II D, the class PRINTER can't be a subclass of the class MONO PRINTER .. The life-cycle 
inheritance defined by van der Aalst and Basten is in fact a too strong relation, that 
can't be applied in many cases. . 

The preorders based on action observabillty 

As said in the introduction, type inheritance concerns and compare the external 
observable behaviour of objects; implementation inheritance does the same with 
respect to their internal structure. Moreover, we believe that preorders are better suited 
than equivalence notions for comparing behaviour. 

Therefore, we base the type inheritance on an action observation preorder, while we 
base implementation inheritance on a state observation preorder. In particular, the first 
preorder is based on failure , since bisimulation distinguishes systems also with respect 
to some aspect of their internal structure; in the second case we consider ST-preorder. 

While this latter does not require modifications w.r.t. the original definition, we 
need to integrate the two approaches by Nierstrasz and van der Aalst and Basten, since 
no one of them is fully satisfactory, as shown by the examples in the previous 
section. To this purpose we define a further operator, namely the renaming operator 
PR,S' and new preorders based on action observation. 

Formally, for each R ~ L and for each set of labels S such that SnL=0 and lSI = 
IRI, we define a bijective function s: R -+ S, that maps each element of R into a 
new label. Let L' be a superset of S containing L - R, i.e. S ~ L' and L - R ~ L'. On 
the basis of the function s we define the renaming function: 

r: L -+ L' that maps each label into a new label in the following way: 
(I) r (x) = x if x f!= R 
(2) r (x) = y if x E R, yES and s (x) = y. 
This function r is injective, since the function s is bijective. 
We define the renaming operator PR,S in the following way: 
PR,S(};) = };' such that };'= (B,E,F,cin,h'), where h'= r 0 h. 
The renaming function r is extended in the following way: r *: L * -+ L'*, such 

that, for each w E L* and for each w' E L'*, w = vlvz",vn' w' = v\v'z'" v'n' r *(w) = 
w' iff r (VI) = v'" r (vz) = v'z, ". r (vn) = v'n' 

Now we can give the definitions of four preorders based on Nierstrasz's RS-preorder 
and on the encapsulation, abstraction and renaming operators. In the following, };A and 
};B are LEN systems associated with a class A and a class B, while LA and LB are the 
s.ets of event labels associated respectively with };A and };B and corresponding to the 
methods of the classes A and B. 

The first preorder, the strong substitutability, is equivalent to the RS-preoder. 

Definition 6 
};B is less or equal to }; A w.r.t. strong substitutability, denoted };B :Sss }; A' if and 

only if there exists a set H C LB such that lIH(};B) :SRS };A' 

If };B :Sss };A then an object of class A can be substituted by an object of class B 
and the environment will not be able to notice the difference, i.e.: if an object of class 
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A may accept after a request sequence w another request a, then an object of class B 
must accept the request a after the request sequence w, whatever is the reached state. 

The new methods added in class B are considered as not available through the 
encapsulation operator Ow 

Example 4 
In figure 3, ~MONO PRINTER Sss ~ROOT' ~LOCKER Sss ~ROOT' ~PRINTER Sss 

~MONO PRINTER' ~LOCED PRINTER SSS ~PRINTER' but n.Q1(~LOCKED PRINTER Sss ~LOCKER)' 
In fact, the methods "load" and "reset" are not inherited from the class LOCKER, and if 
we apply the encapsulation operator to the corresponding transitions, the transitions 
corresponding to the methods "suspend" and "resume", inherited (and renamed) from 
LOCKER, become unreachable. 

The second preorder, the strong substitutability with renaming, is less restrictive 
than strong substitutability. 

Definition 7 
~B is less or equal to ~A w.r.t. strong substitutability with renaming, denoted 

~B sSSR ~A' if and only if there exist a set H !: LB, a set R ~ LA and a set S ~ LB 
such that S n LA = 0 and 0H(~B) sRS PR,S(~A)' 

If ~B sSSR ~A' then an object of class A can be substituted-by an object of class B 
but the environment must make allowance for class A methods that are renamed in 
class B by the renaming operator PR,S' 

The third preorder, the weak substitutability, is another extension of the strong 
substitutability. 

Definition 8 
~B is less or equal to ~A W.r.t. weak substitutability, denoted ~B sWS~A' if and 

only if there exist a set H!: LB and a set I!: LB such that: 
In H = 0 and 1:1 0 0H(~B) SRS ~A' 

If ~B sws ~A' then an object of class A can be substituted by an object of class B 
and the environment will not be able to notice the difference since the new methods 
added in class B are either considered unobservable, through the abstraction operator 1:1, 

or considered unavailable, through the encapsulation operator 0H' 

The fourth and last preorder, the weak substitutability with renaming, is the weaker 
preorder. 

Definition 9 
~B is less or equal to ~A W.r.t. weak substitutability with renaming, denoted 

~B sWSR ~A' if and only if there exist a set H ~ LB, a set I !: LB, a set R ~ LA and a 
set S !: LB such that In H = 0, S n LA = 0 and 1:1 0 0H(~B) SRS PR,S(~A)' 

If ~B sWSR ~A' then an object of class A can be substituted by an object of class B 
and the environment must consider the renamed methods, while the new methods are 
either considered unobservable, through the abstraction operator 1:1, or considered 
unavailable, through the encapsulation operator Ow 
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Example 5 
In figure 3, ~LOCKED PRINTER :!OWSR ~LOCKER' In fact, I = {load, reset}, R = {lock, 

unlock}, S = {suspend, resume}, r (create) = create, r (leave) = leave, r (lock) = 
suspend, r (unlock) = resume. 

First of all, we show some properties of the RS-preoder. The RS-preorder is a 
congruence for the encapsulation operator ()H' as demonstrated in the following lemma 
I, and for the renaming operator PR,S (see lemma 2) while it isn't a congrence for the 
abstraction operator 't(, as shown in the example 6. The proofs are in [41 or in the 
internal report [81. 

Lemma 1 
Let ~l and ~2 be two LEN systems such that ~l :!ORS ~2' Let Ll and L2 be the set 

of labels associated respectively with ~( and ~2' Let L = Ll U L2. Then, for each set 
H s:;; L, it holds ()H(~() :!ORS ()H(~2)' 

Lemma 2 
Let ~l and ~2 be LEN systems such that ~l :!ORS ~2' Let Ll be the set of labels 

corresponding to ~l and ~ be the set of labels corresponding to ~2' Let L = Ll U L2. 
Then, for each set R s:;; L and for each set S such that S n L = 0, it holds PR,S(~l) 

:!ORS PR,S(~2)' 

Example 6 
The RS-preorder isn't a congruence for the abstraction operator 't(. In figure 4, ~ 1 

:!ORS ~2, but, if we choose I = {c}, then DQ!('t(~1) :!ORS 't(~2»' In fact, the failure (a, 
{a, b}) Efailures 1:1 (~2)('t1(~1»' but (a, {a, b}) ft./ailures ('t(~2»' 

a a 

c b b 

c c 

Figure 4 (Example6). RS-preorder isn't a congruence for 1:1 • 

As a consequence, the abstraction operator'tl must be applied to a particular set of 
labels I that is constructed in the following way. Let the class B be a subclass of the 
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class A. Let LB and LA be the sets of labels corresponding to class B and class A 
methods. The abstraction operator 1:( is applied to a subset B of class methods that ate 
not inherited from the class A, i.e. I k LB - LA - S. The methods whose name is a 
label belonging to S are inherited from the class A, then the abstraction operator can't 
be applied to them. The set I is constructed in the following way: 

(I) 1= 0, i.e. the set I is initialized to the empty set; 
(2) for each w E traces (IA), if w Etraces (IB) then I does't change, otherwise. let 

w'Etraces(IB) be the shorter string such that w· = ulzlu2z2 ... un.lzn_Jun and w = 
v,v2 ... vn_'v n ' where Vi E LA*' Ui E LB*' Ui = r*(v). i = 1. '" ,n. ZkE (LB - LA - S)*. 
k = J. '" • n- 1. Then the elements of zi'~; .. ,zn_j are added to I. 

Of course. if no methods of the superclass is renamed in the subclass, S = 0 and 
ui = Vi for each i = \, .... n. 

On the basis of the renaming operator and of the failure equivalence we can define 
another equivalence relation, the failure equivalence with renaming. This definition 
will be usefull in order to prove the soundness of the strong substitutability with 
renaming and of the weak substitutability with renaming. 

Definition 10 (failure equivalence with renaming) 
Let II and I2 be LEN systems. I, is equivalent to I 2, denoted I j "'PR I 2• iff there 

exist a set R k Lz and a set S k LI such that S n L2 = 0 and II ""p PR,s(I2) (or 
I2 "'P Ps,R(II»' 

The proof that this definition is sound is given in [4] or in [8]. 

The following theorem compares the four preorders. 

Theorem 1 
Let IA and I B be two LEN systems associated respectively with a class A and a 

class B, and let LA and LB be the respective sets of labels. 
i) If. IB :Sss IA ' then IB sSSR IA 
ii) If IB :Sss IA ' then IB sws IA 
iii) If IB :SSSR IA • then IB :SWSR IA 
iv) If Is :Sws IA ' then Is :SWSR IA . 

strong substitutability (:sss) ---------- ------------strong substitutability 
with renaming (SSSR) weak substitutability @'w$ -

weak substitutability 
with renaming (:SWSR) 

Figure 5. The relations between preorders. 

--
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Soundness of the preorders based on action 
observabi lity 

In the following we demostrate that the definitions 6, 7, 8, 9 are sound, i.e.: that the 
relationships so defined are indeed preorders. The extended proofs are in 14J or in the 
internal report [8J; in the following we give only the main results. 

Theorem 2 (strong substitutability) 
The strong substitutability :Sss is a preorder. 

The following theorem shows that the strong substitutability is equivalent to the 
RS-prorder. 

Theorem 3 
Let ~[ and ~2 be LEN systems. Then ~[ :SRS ~2 if and only if 0H(~[) :SRS ~2' 

where H = L[ - L2. 

In order to demonstrate that the definition 7 (strong substitutability with renaming) 
is sound, we must present two lemmas. The second one shows that the strong 
substitutability (:Sss) is a congruence for the renaming operator PR,S' 

Lemma 3 
Let ~ be a LEN system and let L be the set of labels associated with ~. Then for 

each set H !: L, for each set R !: L and for each set S such that S n L = 0, let PR,S a 
renaming operator associated with R and S, and let r: L -+ L' be the corresponding 
renaming function. If H' = r (H), then PR,S 0 0H(~) = 0H' 0 PR,S (~). 

Lemma 4 
Let ~[ and ~2 be LEN systems such that ~[ :Sss ~2' Let L[ and Lz be the set of 

labels associated with ~[ and ~2 and let L = L[ U L2. Then, for each set R !: L and 
for each set S such that S n L = 0, it holds PR,S(~[) :Sss PR,S(~2)' 

Now we can show the soundness of definition 7. 

Theorem 4 (strong substitutability with renaming) 
The strong substitutability with renaming :SSSR is a preorder. 

Theorem 5 (weak substitutability) 
The weak substitutability :Sws is a preorder. 

In order to demonstrate that the definition 9 (weak substitutability with renaming) 
is sound, we must present two lemmas. The second one shows that the weak 
substitutability (:Sws) is a congruence for the renaming operator PR,S' 

Lemma 5 
Let ~ be a LEN system and let L be the set of labels associated with ~. 
Then, for each set H !: L, for each set I !: L such that H n I = 0, for each set 

R !: L and for each set S such that S n L = 0, let PR,s be a renaming operator 
associated with Rand S, and let 

r: L -+ L' be the corresponding renaming function. 
If H' = r (H) and l' = r (1), it holds: PR,S 01:[ 0 0H(~) = 1:['0 0H' 0 PR.S (~). 
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Lemma 6 
Let II and I2 be LEN system such that II :Sws I 2. Let LI and L2 be the sets of 

labels associated with II and I2 and let L = LI U L2. Then, for each set R ~ Land 
for each set S such that S n L = 0, it holds PR,s(II) :Sws PR.s(I2). 

Theorem 6 (weak substitutability with renaming) 
The weak substitutabilHy with renaming :SWSR is a preorder. 

Inheritance as subtyping and code reuse 

We now formalise the notion of type inheritance and implementation inheritance, and 
illustrate them on the hierarchies considered in Examples 2 and 3. 

Type inheritance is based on the weak substitutability with renaming defined in the 
section "the preorders based on action" observability" (see def. 9). A class B is a 
subclass of a class A if there is an is-a relation between the subclass and the 
superclass. An object of class A can be substituted by an object of class B, but the 
environment must take into account the renamed methods and the new methods ld:iiI 
in the subclass. 

Definition 11 
Let IA and Is be LEN systems associated with a class A and a class B. Then B is 

subclass of A with respect to type inheritance if and only if Is :SWSR I A. 

CLASSVAR 

CLASSV-BUF 

Figure 6 (Examples 7 a.nd 8). Inheritance as subtyping and code reuse. 
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Example 7 
In figure 6, the net associated with the class BUF represents the behaviour of one 

place buffers, while the net of the class VAR represents the behaviour of variables. The 
net of class V-BUF represents the behaviour of one place buffers implemented through 
a variable, which inherits from both classes BUF and VAR. This captures programmers 
intuition who use variables to implement one cell buffers preserving the exhibited 
behaviour. 

Let's verify that the corresponding definitions hold. The class V-BUF is subclass of 
BUF with respect to type inheritance, as it preserves the requests that can be accepted 
from clients. In fact, between the subclass and the superclass the strong 
substitutability holds: I V-BUF :Sss I BUF (and then, for theorem 1, also the weak 
substitutability with renaming holds: I V-BUF :SWSR I BUF)' In particular, H = 0, since 
in the subclass every method is inherited from the superclass, then I V-BUF :SRS I BUF' 
This is true, since traces (IBUF) \: traces (IV-BUF) and failuresIBuF(Iv_BuF) \: 
failures (IBUF)' 

Implementation inheritance is based on the State Transformation preorder (see def. 
5). If a class B is a subclass of a class A, then the system associated with B must be 
an extension or an expansion of the system associated with class A, i.e. the internal 
structure of the class B is an extension or an expansion of the internal structure of the 
class A. 

Definition 12 
Let IA and IB be EN systems, associated with a class A and a class B, in which 

some appropriate places are observable. Then B is subclass of A with respect to 
implementation inheritance if and only if IA :SST I B· 

Example 8 
In figure 6, we must now verify that the class V-BUF is subclass of VAR with 

respect to implementation inheritance: IVAR :SST I V-BUF' as the VAR methods 
"assign" and "get_item" are used for implementing the buffer's "put" and "get" 
methods. 

To prove that the preorder holds, all places are considered observable. Then, the sets 
of observable cases are: 
IVAR = {0, {unbomvAR}, {aIivevAR}, {idlevAR}, {deadvAR}}, 
IV-BUF = {0, {unbomv_BuF}' {fullv_BUF}' {emptYv_BUF}' {idlev_BuF}, {deadv_BuF}}' 

The morphism h is constructed in the following way: 
h(0) =0, h({unbornvAR}) = {unbomv_BuF}, h({alivevAR}) = {alivev_BuF}' 
h({idlevAR}) = {fullv_BUF} (or h({idlevAR}) = {emptYv_BUF})' 
h({deadvAR}) = {deadv_BUF}' 

The property of ST -preorder are satisfied: 
(1) h({unbornvAR}) = {unbornv_BuF}; 
(2) {unbornvAR} -"VAR {alivevAR} => {unbornV_BUF} -"V-BUF {alivev_BuF}, 

{alivevAR} ..... VAR {idlevAR} => {alivev_BuF} -lOv_BuF {fullv_BUF}' . 
{idleyAR} -+YAR {idlevAR} => 3 {emptYv_BUF} E (IV-BUF - h(IvAR» 
such that {fullv_BUF} -"Y-BUF {emptYY_BUF} -+Y-BUF {fullv_BUF}' 

{idleyAR}-+vAR {deadvAR} => 3 {emptYv_BUF} E (lY-BUF - h(IyAR» such that 
{fullv_BUF} -"Y-BUF {emptYV_BUF} ..... V-BUF {deadv_BUF}' 
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Example 9 
The classes of the printer hierarchy in figure 3 satisfy the given definition. That is, 

the hierarchy is now captured observing methods instead of states. 
In fact, as shown in the example 4, the :Sss relation holds for the ordered pairs 

(MONO PRINTER, ROOT), (LOCKER, ROOT), (PRINTER, MONO PRINTER), (LOCKED 
PRINTER, PRINTER). Therefore, because of theorem 1 (ii and iv), for these pairs the 
:SWSR relation holds too. Moreover, as shown in the example S, I LOCKED PRINTER 

SWSR ILOCKER' 

Conclusions 

In this paper we propose preordes based on action observation for characterising type 
inheritance, and based on state observation for characterising implementation 
inheritance. To this purpose, we defined a new preorder based on action observation, 
namely the weak substitutability with renaming preorcler, assuming Nierstrasz's 
hypothesis that the sequences of requests that an object can accept constitute a regular 
language. The result is promising as the two inheritance relations so defined support 
class hierarchies which look natural and appropriate to solve critical examples in the 
literature. 

The (major) open problem is the characterisation of an object behaviour and, 
consequently, the definition of the inheritance relations, when the Nierstrasz's 
constraint is removed, Le., when the sequences of requests that an object can accept 
constitute a non-regular language. In this case, the behaviour would be described by an 
high-level net, with guards associated with transitions. (In CLOWN, e.g., the class 
semantics, Le. the object behaviour, is described by modular algebraic high level nets 
16]). The problem is not at all trivial since the notions of equivalence and preorder 
between nets are defined in terms of EN or Pf systems, i.e. low level systems, while 
there aren't equivalences defined for high level models. Moreover, the proposed 
notions of type and implementation inheritance would be embedded into a concurrent 
object oriented specification language: we intend to reuse CLOWN as the framework 
to achieve this goal. 
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